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In the modern era, technology is developing 
day by day. The demand for technology 
experts is in a peak level. Therefore, the main 
aim of SKilz is to update the latest technology 
through a genuine learning atmosphere. To 
develop a career is the toughest thing for the 
students, in SKILZ you can learn unique strat-
egies which is fit to the industry. Skilz is 
coming under the Google partner company 
D5N (D-fine Digital Solutions LLP), which is 
working as a premium agency in Kerala, 
INDIA. From Skilz, students can learn modern 
skill based digital courses like Digital Market-
ing, Brand Designing, Web Designing & 
Development, Mobile App Development and 
many more...

About Us

By getting a highly enthusiastic co-learners is 
really matters to those who want to become 
experienced experts in the field. Through 
innovative modules & practicals, we fly them 
up to the sky of technology easily. And the 
continues training periods at the industry will 
bring them wisdom and practical knowledge 
with enough experience.

How Skilz works ?
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Experienced
Trainers

Updated
Curriculum

Industry specific
Cases for learning

Infrastructure with
Professional Standards

Flexible 
Timing

What time demand
is offered.

100% Placement 
Assistance

Soft skill  Development
Supports.

Why Skilz ?

AI



By integrating AI technology, we provide a personalized, efficient, and 
innovative learning experience to our students. AI-powered tools 
analyze data and create customized experiences for each student, 
saving time and increasing productivity. Students gain a competitive 
edge in their field and increase their chances of getting hired and 
advancing in their careers. With the implementation of AI, we are able 
to improve the user experience, tailor designs to audience preferenc-
es, automate repetitive tasks, generate complex animations and 
visual effects, optimize code, and improve performance. Our courses 
offer a valuable opportunity to acquire skills that are in high demand 
in the job market.

AI implemented Modules

Polish your skills to walk with the time…
Grab the digital world opportunities.

As the digital technology is advancing at exponential rate, the need for 
skilled professionals in modern technologies also increasing.

Through Skilz,  we are aiming to make passionate professionals who are 
capable to take challenges in the fastly growing Digital Technology Industry 
and make them true  professionals who are apt to job market and entrepre-
neurship... 

Our unique teaching methods make sure that every student passing out is 
trained with necessary digital skills to fit in the highly competitive digital 
industry of present and future!

Thus we are helping the generation to thrive, not just survive…

TM
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Master Digital Marketing: Social Media, SEO, 
YouTube, Email, Facebook Marketing Strategy, 
Google Analytics, & More!

+More

Digital Marketing

Plus Two / Degree in any 
discipline from a recognized 
University or Board.

Eligibility

Get the strategic understanding of Digital Marketing

Become familiar with Best Practices, Tools & Technologies

Understand the future of Digital Marketing and prepare for it

Drive Consistent, Round-The-Clock Traffic to Websites With SEO

Set Up, Manage and Optimize Profitable Google Ads & Facebook Ad Campaigns

Expertly Analyse Google Analytics & Make Revenue-Boosting Decisions

Learn social media marketing using all of the most popular social media platforms 

to grow a business

Land a Highly-Paid Job in the $100 Billion Digital Marketing Industry

Learn how to use dozens of proven digital marketing strategies

Improve brand identity and grow the brand's audience

Know Exactly How to Use Social Media to Generate Website Traffic &  Sales

Grow email list, website traffic, subscriber count, and social media following

Get basic knowledge of web designing, graphic designing and videos editing

Learn to handle CMS like Wordpress.

What will you learn ?

DIGITAL
MARKETING
MASTERY

Certifications we provide

Duration
4

Months Implemented
Modules
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Plus Two / Degree in any 
discipline from a recognized 
University or Board.

EligibilityGraphic Designing
A Skill-Based Course That Will Cover Graphic Designing 
From The Basic To The Advanced Level Of Excellence.

Learn Every Kind Of Graphic Design - From Basic To Pro
Learn How To Use Ai In Graphic Designing
Create Enchanting Photo Manipulation
Design Psychology, Color Theory & Typography
Make Graphical Characters For Web & Animation

What will you learn ?

CREATIVE
DESIGNING
MASTERY

Package Designing
Logo & Brand Identity Designs
Illustrations & Calligraphy Designs
Retouch and Nourish Photographs
Basic Animations & Motion Graphics

Duration
4

Months

+More

Certifications we provide

Implemented
Modules
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Plus Two / Degree in any 
discipline from a recognized 
University or Board.

Eligibility
Duration

5
Months
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Learn to Build Responsive Real-World Websites 
with HTML5, CSS3 And Java Script

Introduction to Adobe Photoshop Tools

The proven real-world steps from complete scratch to a fully functional and optimized 

website

JavaScript & programming fundamentals: variables, Boolean logic, if / else, loops, func-

tions, arrays, etc.

Complex features like the 'this' keyword, function constructors, prototypal inheritance, 

first-class functions, closures.

Real-world skills to build professional websites

Getting Started with Bootstrap Framework from scratch without using any Bootstrap Tem-

plate.

Asynchronous JavaScript: The event loop, promises, async/await, AJAX and APIs.

Learn super cool jQuery effects like animations, scroll effects and "sticky" navigation.

What will you learn ?

UI/UX
DESIGNING
MASTRY Implemented

Modules
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Plus Two / Degree in any discipline from 
a recognized University or Board.

Eligibility

Duration
2

Months

VIDEO EDITING
Have a strong foundation in motion graphics and 
video editing and be able to create your own 
projects from start to finish.

What will you learn ?
Animation Fundamentals: You will learn the 
basics of animation such as keyframing, 
rigging, and motion graphics.

Video Editing: You will learn how to use video 
editing software such as Adobe Premiere Pro 
to edit and enhance video footage.

Visual Effects (VFX): You will learn how to 
create special effects using Adobe After 
Effects.

Sound Design: You will learn the basics of 
sound design and how to incorporate sound 
into your animations and videos.

Color Correction: You will learn how to color 
grade and balance footage to achieve the 
desired look and mood.

Storytelling: You will learn how to use animation 
and video to tell a story and communicate a mes-
sage.

Industry Standards: You will learn about the 
industry standards and best practices for anima-
tion and video production.

MOTION
GRAPHICS & 

+More

Implemented
Modules
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Plus Two / Degree in any discipline from 
a recognized University or Board.

Eligibility

Duration
4

Months

iOS & Android Development
Build Native iOS and Android Apps with Angular, 
Cordova and the Ionic Framework

What will you learn ?
Be able to build any iOS and Android app you want

Master Dart and Flutter Framework

Learn to build applications using Laravel

Build full-fledged apps for your Starup or Business

Create a Portfolio of apps to apply for your    devel-
opment job

Work as a cross-platform mobile developer who 
can develop iOS and Android apps

Gain a competitive advantage in the work place as 
a Flutter mobile developer

Develop a modern, complex, responsive and 
scalable web applications with Angular

Fully understand the architecture behind an 
Angular application & how to use it

Develop a good-looking, modern and 
real-world usable mobile applications with 
Ionic

Write one code base for Android, iOS & 
Browser

Establish yourself in the field of the exciting 
mobile app development environment

Dive deeper into Ionic to learn more about 
very advanced features and optimize their 
apps

MOBILE APP
DEVELOPMENT

+More

www.skilzhub.org

Implemented
Modules



Plus Two / Degree in any discipline from 
a recognized University or Board.

Eligibility

Duration
6

Months

Fullstack Development
Learn wordpress step  by step to make awesome 
websites, woocommerce/ecommerce sites to 
help your business and career.

What will you learn ?
Introduction to Adobe Photoshop Tools

The proven real-world steps from complete 
scratch to a fully functional and optimized 
website.

Real-world skills to build professional websites

Getting started with Bootstrap Framework 
from scratch without using any Bootstrap Tem-
plate.

Learn super cool jQuery effects like anima-
tions, scroll effects, and "sticky" navigation.

Everything you need to know to get started 
with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript all PHP 
Fundamentals and Building Blocks with practi-
cal implementation in Projects

Learn to create a secure basic admin panel with 
PHP

Learn to build a stunning blog with commenting 
functionality

Develop own Complete CMS (Content Manage-
ment System) with Admin-Panel

Use our tool to decide the best platform for our 
needs.

Build, Prompt, and selling from a secure online 
store backed by the powerful tools of Woocom-
merce.

FULL STACK
DEVELOPMENT (WordPress)

TM

Implemented
Modules
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HANNA B
Motion Graphic Designer

@ Opalz, Kinfra

MOHAMMED MUFLIH
Digital Marketer

@ Credozen llp
HiLITE Business Park

NASIFA
Digital Marketer

@ UH Group, Kottakkal

ABEERA T
Digital Marketer

@ W3 Digital Agency

HISHAM AK
Graphic Designer

@ D-fine Digital Solutions

ABDU RAHOOF MP
Graphic Designer
@ Odyssia, Calicut

SAJNA
Digital Marketer
@ Ciat, Kottakkal

RANJITH
Digital Marketer

@ Febno Technologies

NAMSHAD
Motion Graphic Designer
@ Momentum Media, Calicut

FATHIMA SAHNA KP 
Graphic Designer

Bynco Academy, Kottakkal

ADHNAN FARIS
Digital Marketer

@ Eduport,
HiLITE Business Park

RANJITH K
UI/UX Designer

@ D-fine Digital Solutions

SHADIN PI
Digital Marketer

@ Softuz, Malappuram

AISHWARYA
Digital Marketer

@ Progzi, Puthanathani

SAKIYA NASRIN C
Graphic Designer
@ Dplus Innovations

Trivandrum

MUHAMMED MURSHID
UI/UX Designer

@ Workmate Infotech
Private Limited
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DEVIKA A
Graphic Designer
@ Digilid, Valancheri

MOHAMMED SHIBIN
Digital Marketer

@ Epic venture

AHAMMED SAFAR
Digital Marketer

@ Datacube

SHAHUL HAFEEF
Digital Marketer

@ Bathootha
 

ASHIFA K
Digital Marketer

@ Yomego Advertising
Vengara

SHIBITHA PK
UI/UX Designer

@ Datastone global
Kottakkal

MISHAL ABDUL MAJEED
Digital Marketer
@ HM Home World

MUFEEDA AT
Digital Marketer

@ Tech ads, Malappuram

FATHIMA NIDHA
Digital Marketer

@ Progzi, Puthanathani

RAYEES
Digital Marketer

@Edumart  
 

MOHAMMED FASIL
Digital Marketer

@ Febno Technologies

SWAFVANALI P
Digital Marketer

@ Henna Maternity Corner

MUHAMMED SAFVAN
UI/UX Designer

@ W3 Digital
Marketing Agency

NASEEHA FEMIN
Graphic Designer

@ Best Solution, Dubai

VIPINDAS MP
Digital Marketer

@ Master Vidya
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The Major Companies Where Our
Students Have Found Success!

BUILDING
FUTURES!



Introduction to Adobe Photoshop Tools

The proven real-world steps from complete 
scratch to a fully functional and optimized 
website.

Real-world skills to build professional websites

Getting started with Bootstrap Framework 
from scratch without using any Bootstrap Tem-
plate.

Learn super cool jQuery effects like anima-
tions, scroll effects, and "sticky" navigation.

Everything you need to know to get started 
with HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript all PHP 
Fundamentals and Building Blocks with practi-
cal implementation in Projects

PHOTO GALLERY
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Skilzhub
Introduction

Namshad
 Motion Designer

Rihan Rahim Sait
Kollam

Nahana
Graphic Designer

Abdul Vajid
Arimbra

Web Designing
Students Review

Digital Marketing
Students Review

Graphic Designing
Students Review

TESTIMONIAL

Videos
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Joining skilzhub was valuable and gave me an 
insight to the field of digital marketing. I had a 
great learning experience and they provided me 
well experienced faculty to ensure my well under-
standing of digital marketing. They masterfully 
teach from the basic level to the advanced level 
and they provide great support to the students. 
Thankyou skilzhub for providing the best.

Jumaana
(Advanced Diploma in Digital Marketing)

Skills hub in kottakal is the best institution to 
learn course (illustration,photoshop etc..)The 
classes of the teachers there are better than 
one …Superb

Najeeb AK
(Advanced Diploma in Graphic Designing)

I completed my diploma in web 
desining from Skilz hub .It was a 
nice experience altogether as I 
learnt practically a lot than 
compared to other institutes, 
the faculty are very well trained 
here with which we can get a 
good command on the subject. 
My rating goes 5 out of 5 for 
Skillz hub institute. I look 
forward to get some more 
course trainings in the near 
future. Wish the institute my 
best wishes for their future 
endeavours.

Shinu Rahees
(Advanced Diploma in Web Designing)
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We’re affliated to a 
Google & Meta Business Partner Company

TM

consultingD-fine marketD-fine labz
D-fine

appzD-fine D-fine
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Through the successful journey entitled with the 
core values related to business and experts in 
Google ads, D-fine Digital Solutions became the 
first to achieve Google Partnership in Malappuram 
district. Becoming a Google partner means that 
your company is recognized for maximizing cam-
paign success for your clients, driving excellent 
growth by maintaining clients` campaigns with 
demonstrating the google ads metrix of certifica-
tions. As a Google partner, your company will get 
access to a wider range of benefits like the ability to 
showcase the Google partners badge on your web-
site as well as other marketing materials. 
Skilz, the training institution run by digitally trained 
professionals comes under the premium Agency, 
D-Fine Digital. Therefore, Skilz ensure an apt area to 

be skilled with advanced digital skills. D-Fine 
Digital Solutions comprises a group of advanced 
level solution providers and majority of them are 
digitally skilled from Skilz,the Learning Hub. 
Benefits of being a Google Partnered Company 
can assure a wide range of benefits for both the 
company & the clients. A Google partnered Com-
pany will be up to date on the latest changes as 
Google requires their partners to take recertifica-
tion exams to ensure that they are well versed in 
the latest changes. We can also provide the best 
ad campaigns and help you quickly as we have 
access to beta features on Google & work direct-
ly with Google. It is certainly beneficial for the 
students in Skilz as they can update with the 
latest changes.

First Google Partnered Company in Malappuram
D-f ine Digital Solutions 



Skilz Digital Hub LLP
4th Floor, T.V Complex, Near PM Auditorium, 

N.H Changuvetty, P.O Edarikode - 676501
Kottakkal, Malappuram Dist., Kerala, India

www.skilzhub.org
6282 88 34 32
9496 88 92 94

info@skilzhub.org
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